Abstract

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) have become the top one cause of death; three-quarters of these deaths occur in lower-income communities. Electrocardiography (ECG), an electrical measurement capturing the cardiac activities, is a gold-standard to diagnose CVDs. However, ECG is infeasible for continuous cardiac monitoring due to its requirement for user participation. Meanwhile, photoplethysmography (PPG) is easy to collect, but the limited accuracy constrains its clinical usage. In this research, a novel Transformer-based architecture, Performer, is invented to reconstruct ECG from PPG and to create a novel digital biomarker, PPG along with its reconstructed ECG, as multiple modalities for CVD detection. This architecture, for the first time, performs Transformer sequence to sequence translation on biomedical waveforms, while also utilizing the advantages of the easily accessible PPG and the well-studied base of ECG. Shifted Patch-based Attention (SPA) is created to maximize the signal features by fetching the various sequence lengths as hierarchical stages into the training while also capturing cross-patch connections through the shifted patch mechanism. This architecture generates a state-of-the-art performance of 0.29 RMSE for reconstructing ECG from PPG, achieving an average of 95.9% diagnosis for CVDs on the MIMIC III dataset and 75.9% for diabetes on the PPG-BP dataset. Performer, along with its novel digital biomarker, offers a low-cost and non-invasive solution for continuous cardiac monitoring, only requiring the easily extractable PPG data to reconstruct the not-as-accessible ECG data. As a prove of concept, an earring wearable, named PEARL (prototype), is designed to scale up the point-of-care (POC) healthcare system.

1 Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) have become the top one cause of death. 17.9 million people died from CVDs in 2019; three-quarters of these deaths occur in lower-income communities, according to World Health Organization (WHO).

Electrocardiogram (ECG) is a widely-used gold-standard [1] for the cardiovascular diagnostic procedure. By measuring the electrical activity of the heart and conveying information regarding heart functionality, continuous ECG monitoring is proven to be beneficial for early detection of CVDs. The patients at higher risks, such as the aging population, can benefit from continuous ECG monitoring. However, most conventional ECG equipment is restrictive on users’ activities. For example, the Apple Watch provides wrist-based ECG monitoring but requires the users to touch the watch for up to 30 seconds, making these solutions sporadic.

On the other hand, photoplethysmogram (PPG) is an optically obtained signal that can be used to detect blood volume changes in the microvascular bed of tissue. Compared to ECG, the process of deriving PPG is noninvasive, more convenient to set up, and low-cost. PPG is more user-friendly in...
long-term continuous monitoring without constant user participation. PPG technology thus represents a convenient and low-cost technology that can be applied to various aspects of cardiovascular monitoring, including the detection of blood oxygen saturation, heart rate, BP, cardiac output, respiration, arterial aging, endothelial function, microvascular blood flow, and autonomic function [2]. But, PPG usage is constrained from inaccurate HR estimation and several other limitations in comparison to conventional ECG monitoring devices due to factors like skin tone, diverse skin types, motion artifacts, and signal crossovers among others.

In theory, PPG and ECG are physiologically related as they embody the same cardiac process in two different signal sensing domains [3]. The peripheral blood volume change recorded by PPG is influenced by the contraction and relaxation of the heart muscles, which are controlled by the cardiac electrical signals triggered by the sinoatrial node. Is there a way to create a new digital biomarker that combines the convenience of PPG and the accuracy of ECG for the effective and continuous cardiac monitoring? The purpose of this research is to develop a universal solution to reconstruct ECG from PPG, and generate a novel digital biomarker to connect the benefits of both PPG and ECG for CVD detection.

2 Related Work

The research on PPG based ECG inference is still in its infancy, and a few prior studies have been dedicated to this problem.

One approach is the feature-based Machine Learning. Computational Parameter model extracts features from ECG (e.g. QRS) or from PPG (e.g. PTT) [4]; Discrete Cosine Transform applies a mathematical model to study the correlation [5]. But the gaps exist in the limited features, lack of non-linear information representation. With the recent raise of the deep learning, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) is used to in signal processing for localizing key features and reducing noise, for both PPG and ECG. A large-scale study published on Nature [6], used smartphone-based PPG signals to achieve an AUC of 0.75 with 95% confidence level for diabetes prediction via CNN, with the known limits in long-term dependencies by locality sensitivity, as well as the lack of contextual information. Others use Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) with Encoder / Decoder architecture for sequence to sequence learning, characterizing the temporal and spatial relationship of data [7], while it is sensitive to signal noises and computed with time dependency. The recent study applies Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) with Generator / Discriminator architecture to generate artificial data for data augmentation [8], synthesizing ECG from PPG, although it suffers from unstable training and unsupervised learning method makes it harder to train and results in random oscillations.

To address the above gaps and challenges, this research proposes a novel deep learning architecture, Performer (PPG to ECG Reconstruction Transformer). It is a Transformer-based deep learning architecture [9], with a self-attention mechanism [10] to utilize the positional and contextual information of PPG/ECG waveforms, and perform sequence to sequence processing via encoder/decoder. And it creates Shifted Patch-based Attention algorithms, as the 1st time using Transformers for the biomedical waveform reconstruction.
3 Method

The major motivations of the new deep learning architecture include the following.

- ECG/PPG are usually evaluated for its amplitude, time interval, direction, scale, moving connection, angle and shape to understand the cardiac activities.
  - Performer uses positional embedding and contextual relationship of each sequence to capture those key signal features.
- PPG waveform is noisy, easily impacted by motion, light, skin type etc. Denoising is critical.
  - Performer takes self-attention to give importance to sequences with more contextual information. The weights are learned to understand which sequence should be attended vs. ignored.
- Both short-range and long-range variation of waveform needs to be considered for a disease diagnose. (e.g. heart rate variation).
  - Performer addresses short and long range dependency from sequence to sequence training and parallel attention process.
- Multiple vital signs are usually cross-referenced for the final disease detection.
  - Performer creates multimodal training to incorporate both PPG and the reconstructed ECG for CVD detection.

Therefore, Performer is to use hierarchical design [11] to handle non-linear complex information representation; process longer range of signals via seq2seq and attention; address the noises via self-attention module by focusing on the key portions of waveforms; build multi-head attention and positional embeddings to provide contextual information about the relationship; perform parallel computing for each patch for faster performance; invent the Shifted Patch-based Attention to segment waveforms as an universal solution; create a novel multimodal architecture, capturing both the PPG and the reconstructed ECG for higher performance.

3.1 Sequence to Sequence Transformer

Transformer, a de-facto standard originally used for natural language processing (NLP), has emerged as a general-purpose ML architecture for almost every other machine learning task [12]. However, it is the 1st time using Transformers for PPG/ECG waveform signal reconstruction.

The Figure 1 illustrates a visual of the thought process on why Transformer is adopted in this research.
3.2 Overall Architecture

Performer contains the three parts, the initial data process model for the raw ECG and PPG data, the PPG to ECG reconstruction model, and the PPG/ECG multi-modal model for CVD detection, as presented in the Figure 2.

3.3 PPG to ECG Reconstruction

As illustrated in Figure 3, An encoder / decoder with attention mechanism is utilized to reconstruct ECG from PPG. It is the 1st time to reconstruct PPG to ECG through Transformer-based sequence to sequence translation via encoder/decoder. And it builds multi-head attention and positional embeddings to incorporate the information about the relationship.

3.4 Shifted Patch-based Attention

Transformer is majorly used in NLP and computer vision; there is minimal existing research on waveforms, and the effective tokenization is at the frontier of the new research.

The segmentation of waveforms is critical for embedding and representation to capture key patterns and relationships. A universal solution is required to optimize the performance. Too short of a sequence length results stochastic wave prediction, while too-long of a sequence length results narrow range curve prediction.

This research proposes a patch-based algorithms as hierarchical stages. Each stage is captures specific aspects of PPG/ ECG signals. The patches start with 16, and merge as 32, 64, 128, 256; The shifted patch offset at the mid of the first patch.

To capture the signal features, a set of different size patches are used to fetch the various sequence lengths into the Performer. To capture the cross-patch connections, a shifted patch mechanism is proposed to allow the attention among the patches, as presented in Figure 4.

3.5 Multimodal

Both PPG and ECG reflect the same physiological process in different signal spaces. Peripheral blood volume (PPG) is affected by the left ventricular hypertrophy activities (ECG). Both are originated from the sinoatrial node (SA node). Certain features extracted from PPG (e.g. pulse rate variability) are highly correlated with corresponding metrics from ECG (e.g. heart rate variability) [2].

Performer also utilizes the multimodal capability, by building multimodal Transformer to take input from a novel digital biomarker, incorporating both PPG signal and the reconstructed ECG signal,
### 3.6 A Novel Digital Biomarker of CVD Classification

As a result, a novel digital biomarker is created as the following in the Figure 6.

### 4 Experiment

#### 4.1 Datasets and Pre-processes

This research uses the public CVD with PPG datasets, MIMIC III (40,000 patients) [13] and PPG-BP (219 patients) [14], and the public PPG / ECG datasets UQVSD (3,000+ minutes)[15], DaLiA (1,800+ minutes) [16], BIDMC (400+ minutes) [17].

During the data pre-process, it resamples all data to 128HZ; applies the standard filtering to denoise with BioSPPy (biosignal lib) and then Convolution 1D; normalizes data range to [-1, 1]; cut to 4-
4.2 Reconstruction

The model performance of Performer is encouraging, and it achieves the SOTA result of 0.29 RMSE, surpassing the related work, as presented in Figure 7.

4.3 Attention Map

To provide a visual on the attention map and understand what has been learned through the attention mechanism, the attention map applied on the last layer of the architecture is highlighted in Figure 8. This shows that my model learned to focus on the PQRST complexes, the most important part of ECG signal.

4.4 CVD Detection

Performer detected CVDs with promising results for MIMIC III Dataset. In this experiment, Performer was trained upon paired PPG/ECG data labeled for 4 cardiac diseases out of MIMIC III dataset. This promising results indicated the effectiveness of Performer model, which presents the state-of-the-art results comparing to the related research, as explained in Figure 9.

In addition, to measure the universal applicable of Performer, the architecture is also applied to PPG-BP dataset, containing the PPG and the labels of diabetes and non-diabetes cases. The model generates very promising prediction results, as represented in Figure 10, comparable with a recent UCSF research published by Nature [6].

And also, as pictured in Figure 11, Performer predicted as normal in the 1st case and flag for diabetes in the 2nd case, from patients’ PPG signals. It indicates Performer’s capability to extract sufficient feature signals from PPG (and its reconstructed ECG) and use them to detect diabetes through the novel digital biomarker.
4.5 Ablation Study

An ablation study is also performed, as illustrated in Figure 12. It is interesting to find the reconstructed ECG via Performer has higher performance than the original raw ECG.

5 Conclusion

This research proposes Performer, a novel Transformer architecture, achieving the state-of-the-art performance (0.29 RMSE) to reconstruct ECG from PPG. It is the 1st time to use Transformer for biomedical waveforms (PPG and ECG) as the self-attention based sequence to sequence processing. It creates a digital biomarker, PPG along with its reconstructed ECG, which is proved to be utilized effectively to detect CVDs (95.9% average accuracy for CAD, CHF, MI, HoTN on MIMIC III) and related CVDs (e.g. diabetes, 75.9% accuracy on PPG-BP).

After experimenting Wave2Vec (for voice/audio signal), leveraging the existing research on time series prediction via Transformer [18], and adopting the hierarchical neural networks design [19], a Shifted Patch-based Attention (SPA) algorithms is also invented, and it reaches high quality and real-time speed with great efficiency, capably serves as a general-purpose solution for waveforms analysis via Transformer.

Performer, effectively reconstructing ECG through PPG, creates a new digital biomarker which combines the best of both worlds, both the low-cost and easy accessibility of PPG in addition to the high accuracy and well-studied base of ECG.

This novel digital biomarker enables an effective solution for future continuous cardiac monitoring only through PPG data. And it also set a new direction on monitoring related CVDs, such as diabetes, through PPG data and its generated ECG. Performer also enables the possibility to utilize the existing valuable knowledge on ECG analysis via PPG only measurement by reconstructing ECG from PPG. The low-cost solution provided by this work will benefit more for the low-income communities by compensating their insufficient healthcare resources and infrastructure.
Figure 11: Two Successful Examples of Diabetes Detection.

* **PPG Only**
Transformer → the poor prediction due to data noise.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CAD</th>
<th>CHF</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>HoTN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPG</td>
<td>35.6%</td>
<td>36.8%</td>
<td>40.9%</td>
<td>38.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* **ECG Only**
Transformer → ECG has better quality signals for CVD detection.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CAD</th>
<th>CHF</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>HoTN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECG</td>
<td>68.9%</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
<td>72.5%</td>
<td>75.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* **Reconstructed ECG**
Transformer → Performer reveals more feature signals and hidden patterns from PPG/ECG reconstruction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CAD</th>
<th>CHF</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>HoTN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RE</td>
<td>79.5%</td>
<td>81.6%</td>
<td>82.9%</td>
<td>80.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* **PPG + generated ECG**
Transformer → By using the novel digital biomarker and multi-modality signals, Performer lead to the best performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CAD</th>
<th>CHF</th>
<th>MI</th>
<th>HoTN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ECG</td>
<td>95.1%</td>
<td>96.5%</td>
<td>96.2%</td>
<td>95.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: **Evaluation of Accuracy Using Different Data Modalities**

The results presented in the above tables evidently show the improved accuracy of using the proposed novel digital biomarker over it’s ablation variants.

Figure 12: A comparison of CVD Detection Among Ablation Study.
Consumer-grade based wearables grow at 25% each year, used by 20% US resident for disease prevention, risk assessment, and early screening. Using technology like Performer to increase performance and enable continuous tracking for wearables becomes more critical along this trend.

The future work includes to explore the longer range of PPG data through Performer, range from minutes to days and months, which might reveal undiscovered patterns to assess CVDs risk in an early phase; to experiment the Performer to reconstruct other biomedical signals, e.g. ballistocardiography (BCG) and phonocardiography (PCG), to broaden its usage beyond ECG; to make an earring wearable prototype, as proof of concept, and also incorporating other medical records (weights, ages, blood pressure, heart rates, etc.) as multi-modalities.
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